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1. FOREWORD  

Devolution of the Adult Education Budget (AEB) was agreed in Liverpool City 

Region’s Devolution Agreement of November 2015. From academic year 2019/20, 

the Combined Authority have been responsible for commissioning devolved AEB 

funded provision for Liverpool City Region residents including the freedoms to set 

local priorities and funding rates to support local needs.  

Our Local Skills Plan 2020 (as required by DfE) includes actions related to the re-

skilling of residents post pandemic reflecting both the need to address the long-

standing issues and also meet more immediate skills and employment needs and 

opportunities created by the pandemic. Devolved AEB will continue to be a 

cornerstone for re-skilling adult residents as part of our economic recovery. 

The impact of COVID-19 continues to be felt on learners, businesses and residents 

and has tested the business continuity plans of organisations across the LCR in 

unprecedented ways.  It is timely therefore that progress against this strategy is 

currently under review, the outcomes and recommendations from this exercise will 

inform the commissioning discussions with grant funded providers, and inform the 

planned procurement for 2022/23 onwards.   

Extensive market engagement took place prior to our first cycle of commissioning 

with a number of principles developed as a result of feedback, including minimum 

and maximum contract values, rules on sub-contracting arrangements and 

associated fees that continue to be relevant and will feature in the renewed 

commissioning approach.  Ongoing liaison with key stakeholders and partners has 

informed the implementation and use of policy levers, funding changes and 

flexibilities required to support learners and test new ways of working which inform 

the  

The Combined Authority has already used devolved AEB to implement a range of 

local flexibilities, and test news ways of working.  Local devolution of AEB continues 

to help to ensure providers’ skills offers meet local employer and learner needs 

including through the development of new skills programmes.  Our 2018-2023 Skills 

Strategy sets out our vision and desired outcomes.  
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These important outcomes will provide a driver to achieve greater labour market 

equality and work to eradicate pockets of concentrated poverty, narrowing 

attainment gaps in our communities.  
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2. LIVERPOOL CITY REGION ECONOMIC CONTEXT  

 

The Liverpool City Region covers the Local Authority Districts of Liverpool, Halton, 

Knowsley, Sefton, St. Helens and Wirral. The region has an estimated resident 

population of almost 1.6 million1 which has grown by around 5% over the last 10 

years (slightly below national levels c. 6%). The Local Authority District of Liverpool 

is younger than the national average with those aged 16-49 higher than levels 

across England. Conversely, Sefton and Wirral have an ageing population with the 

number of residents aged 50, above than the national average. 

The region is recognised as a functional economic geography, with close to 85% of 

all travel-to-work flows self-contained within the City Region. The local authority 

district of Liverpool is the dominant employment centre, however economic activity is 

widely spread across the six districts. In broad terms Liverpool is the commercial, 

cultural and transport hub of the region. Halton has a cluster of chemical, science, 

technology sectors. Whilst Sefton, Knowsley, St Helens and Wirral provide key 

manufacturing and logistics for the area. 

Despite the region being a well contained economic area, the City Region’s coastal 

location in the North West of England means the region has economic connections 

with neighbouring areas (including Lancashire, Cheshire and Greater Manchester) 

but also internationally via the region’s ports and airport. Liverpool City Region 

provides access to around 32 million individuals in the UK within just a few hours2. 

The region’s economy is estimated to be worth £32.5bn3 based on GVA (gross value 

added) and has been one of the fastest growing in the North of England over the last 

10 years.  In the last decade, the Liverpool City Region has added over £1.5bn to its 

economy in real terms, against the backdrop of the deepest recession the UK has 

experienced since the Second World War. 

The City Region generates significant output through manufacturing, particularly in 

Halton and Knowsley (contributing 36% of all GVA4). Other sectors, including health, 

retail and education, also play a key role in the LCR economy. However, there is a 

productivity gap. The City Region economy generates £21,000 of GVA for every 

LCR resident this is only 74% of the UK level (£27,500 of GVA per resident) and 

since 2010, this gap has increased from £4,300 to £6,600. The difference in GVA per 

head is wider than the productivity gap (real GVA per hour) reflecting the need to get 

more people into work in the City Region. 

The pandemic has had an impact on some of the region’s largest sectors however, 

the latest data suggests workers are beginning to return from furlough, mirroring 

national trends, though it is too early to say what the impact of re-opening has been 

                                                           
1
 Office for National Statistics, 2019; Mid-Year Population Estimates. 

2
 Liverpool City Region LEP,  

3
 Office for National Statistics, 2019; Regional Gross Value Added (Balanced) by Local Authority (1998-2018) 

4
 ONS Regional Gross Value Added (Balanced) by Local Authority (1998-2018) and ONS Mid-Year Population 

Estimates (1998-2018) 
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overall. As of April, 66,200 LCR employments were furloughed, which equates to just 

over 10% of all LCR employment. The same data shows that a large proportion of 

the pre-pandemic workforce remain on furlough within the hospitality and leisure 

sectors. 

As well as below average levels of productivity, the region faces a number of long-

standing challenges around deprivation, with almost one third of all City Region 

neighbourhoods in the most deprived 10% in England. These are particularly 

concentrated in east Wirral, north Liverpool/south Sefton and north Knowsley5. 

Other challenges include high economic inactivity (second highest rate of economic 

inactivity of all LEP areas in England6), skills gaps (10% of working population have 

no qualifications compared with 7.5% nationally7), poor health (45% of 

neighbourhoods in the bottom 10% nationally8) and economic inactivity due to long-

term sickness.  

LCR also faces challenges in relation to skills and qualifications, with attainment 

lower than regional (North West) and national levels. However, since 2010 LCR has 

seen the third fastest growth in the number of working age residents with NVQ4+ 

qualifications out of all LEPs, while the number of people with no qualifications has 

more than halved. In both measures, the City Region is catching up with the North 

West and the rest of the UK. Currently, the occupational profile of the City Region is 

skewed towards lower paid jobs. However, there is significant variation across the 

City Region. A large proportion of jobs in Liverpool (LA district) are in higher paid 

occupations, while Halton and St. Helens have more jobs in lower paid occupations. 

Across the City Region, 44% of LCR jobs are in managerial and professional 

occupations, compared with 46% nationally. 

Whilst progress has been made in addressing these challenges in the last 10 years 

these challenges continue to be key priorities for the Combined Authority over the 

next few years. 

Future AEB commissioning also needs to take account of the national picture, in 

particular with regards to the Skills for Jobs White Paper and the move by national 

government towards greater employer involvement in designing and specifying the 

local curriculum offer.  The more detailed annual delivery plans agreed with 

providers will be mindful of this context and ensure that AEB supports skills and 

qualifications of value to employers locally.  

3. SKILLS STRATEGY 2018-2023 

The Combined Authority agreed the Liverpool City Region Skills Strategy 2018-2023 
at its meeting in March 2018.  Based on extensive stakeholder input and 
underpinned by the Skills Survey of over 1,800 employers, the Skills Strategy 
identifies a focused series of actions designed to improve the employment levels of 

                                                           
5
 MHCLG, 2019; English Indices of Deprivation 

6
 Office for National Statistics, 2019; Annual Population Survey 

7
 See footnote 6. 

8
 See footnote 5. 
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individuals, improve the access of employers to skills and increase the productivity of 
employers across the City Region.  These are shaped around six action areas and 
remain relevant for this second period of commissioning of devolved AEB: 
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The Skills Strategy 2018-23 is currently subject to review, and any updates or 

iterations to this document, along with the Local Skills Action Plan 21/22 and 

subsequent updates will inform the skills priorities and planning in subsequent 

negotiations with grant funded providers, the next open procurement round, and 

provide a focus for growth awards in year.   

 

4. THE LCR DEVOLVED ADULT EDUCATION BUDGET 

The AEB’s principal purpose is to engage adults and provide them with skills and 

learning needed for work, an Apprenticeship or further learning. It also enables more 

tailored programmes of learning, which do not need to include a qualification, to help 

those furthest from learning or the workplace.  

AEB combines all post age 19 participation and support funding that is not European 

Social Fund (ESF), Advanced Learner Loans, Traineeships for 19-23 year olds or 

Apprenticeships outside of Higher Education. This commissioning plan also includes 

the National Skills Fund Level 3 offer, which has currently been delegated to the 

Combined Authority. 

Funding has been devolved to the Liverpool City Region Combined Authority since 1 

August 2019, the original commissioning plan covered the first three year cycle 

which will complete on 31 July 2022.   

The devolved budget is circa £53m per year confirmed annually by the Department 

for Education and the LCR share remains fixed at 3.99% of the annual budget which 

is subject to change.   

Commissioning for academic year 2022/23 will continue with a combination of grant 

funding agreements and procured contracts for services in line with the 

commissioning legal advice provided from the Department for Education. 

The AEB continues to includes a statutory duty to fund learner entitlements for 

English and maths, a first Level 2 qualification and Level 3 for those aged 19 to 23 

years, and a digital entitlement introduced in 2020.  

The 2019/20 devolved AEB delivered: 
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5. PURPOSE OF THE COMMISSIONING PLAN 

5.1 Purpose  

The Adult Education Budget Commissioning Plan has been produced to describe the 

approach of the Combined Authority in the ongoing contracting arrangements 

relating to delivery and describes some of the immediate priorities for use of AEB.  

This will be kept under review and guided by economic information particularly as we 

respond to the global pandemic and understand in more detail the impact this has 

had on businesses and residents of the LCR.  All commissioning will build on the 

strategic ambition for the AEB outlined in the Liverpool City Region Skills Strategy 

2018-2023 which is currently being reviewed and any subsequent updates or 

iterations to this document, as well as the published LCR Skills Action Plan 21/22 

and future updates.  It also reflects the experiences of delivering devolved AEB in 

the first Commissioning cycle, and ongoing feedback from engagement with the 

market described in more detail below.  

This Commissioning Plan also describes our approaches to: 

 Grant funding agreement commissioning; 

 Procuring contracts for services; 

 Sub-contracting approaches; 

 Flexible innovative approaches building on the test and learn pilots; 

 Social value, and equality and diversity aspirations  

 Additional delegated funding such as the National Skills Fund Level 3 

Offer. 

 

5.2 Principles of this Commissioning Plan 

The Commissioning Plan continues to be underpinned by a clear set of principles 

adopted in the first commissioning cycle for how the Combined Authority deploys 

resources. The following principles convey clarity, transparency and quality and 

provide the basis on which healthy dialogue and challenge can continue to exist 

amongst the commissioner and providers: 

 be aligned to current Skills Strategy outcomes and any subsequent 
updates to this strategy along with the Local Skills Action Plan 21/22 and 
subsequent updates; 

 align with national policy on funding eligibilities, rates and entitlements 
where appropriate, and will seek to improve or enhance these where local 
priorities add value; 

 safeguard the provision of community learning; 

 allow sub-contracting where this adds value to the mix and balance of 
provision locally; and  

 allocate funding to grant funded colleges and local authorities and procure 

provision from other organisations, which will be openly published to 

ensure transparency of the commissioning process 
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5.3 Market Testing 

Liverpool City Region Combined Authority conducted a significant market testing 

exercise ahead of the first cycle of AEB commissioning which garnered views from 

Colleges, Local Authorities and training providers relating to how the devolved Adult 

Education Budget could be improved to the benefit of learners and stakeholders. A 

number of these findings will be continued into the second commissioning cycle 

including:  

 

 £0.1m being a sensible minimum contract value and £1.0m maximum 

allocation at the start of any academic year for Contracts for Services 

 Job entry recognised as being a valuable output to measure success for 

outcome-based commissioning 

 Funding for learning outcomes should not be reduced 

 Consideration to fully fund those ‘re-training’ whose skill levels may need 

updating – as implemented through fully funding all Level 2 provision 

 Flexibility around fully funding priority sectors should be considered 

 Sub-contracting fees should be limited between on a sliding scale with a 

cap at 20% 

 Regular in year reviews are critical to avoid underspend and to redistribute 

resources from those underperforming 

Regular dialogue takes place with both the College and Local Authority community 
learning providers, through existing AEB contractual relationships and network 
engagement.  There is a track record of working collaboratively to respond to learner 
and stakeholder needs, with local Colleges presenting our innovative test and learn 
approach to the Association of Colleges, alongside the development and 
implementation of new local learning opportunities for LCR residents.  It is proposed 
that this approach to innovation will continue into the next cycle of delivery.  
 
The Colleges represent an important sector in the delivery of AEB. Their experiences 
in delivering to learners, investing in local infrastructure and taking a longer term 
strategic approach to curriculum planning within the City Region is recognised. There 
is on-going engagement with the sector, including through the Merseyside Colleges 
Association Principals Group, as well as individual discussions outlined above.   

 
The constituent Local Authorities play a key role in the delivery of Community 
Learning and regular dialogue with them as providers will continue into the next 
commissioning cycle.  Their experience in delivering Community Learning in line with 
local authority individual needs remains important. Our commissioning approach 
includes discussion with, and reporting to, Portfolio Leads and the Employment and 
Skills Lead Officers of the Local Authority and reflects a close working relationship 
with Local Authorities as strategic bodies as well as grant funded delivery partners.  
 
The Greater Merseyside Learning Provider Federation represents a number of 
independent training providers (as well as colleges and local authorities), and regular 
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contact take place to understand the sector’s priorities and challenges on a regular 
basis. 
 
Regular meetings are also held with the other Mayoral Combined Authorities/Greater 

London Authority to discuss experiences of devolved AEB and share policy changes 

and flexibilities implemented.  This provides a useful forum to share good practice 

and evaluation of the devolved activities undertaken to date, including planned 

changes for future years.  The ESFA as the other key AEB funding agency also have 

regular dialogue with all MCAs/GLA, this allows the review of activities in context of 

national policy and helps to ensure that any policy decision relating to AEB does not 

disadvantage any provider delivering devolved AEB compared to the national 

programme. 

 

6. HOW DEVOLVED AEB WILL BE COMMISSIONED 

6.1 Grant Funding Agreements commissioning 

As the commissioner, the Combined Authority must continue to agree with Colleges 

and Local Authorities the right mix and balance of provision and new flexibilities in 

return for accountability and responsiveness that will be delivered through devolved 

AEB funding allocations. 

As part of commissioning (either negotiated Grants Funding Agreements or procured 

Contracts for Services) Colleges, Local Authorities and training providers will identify 

how their curriculum expertise and capital infrastructure (either existing or planned) 

that is accessible to Liverpool City Region residents meets local skills needs and 

targets under represented learner cohorts identified in the Skills Strategy. 

Commissioning will place an emphasis on: 

 Quality provision 

 Protecting Community Learning; 

 Improving outcomes aligned to our Skills Strategy; 

 The role of statutory entitlements and local priorities. 

The following organisations have current grant funding agreements with the 

Combined Authority and these form a critical AEB delivery infrastructure that we will 

continue to cultivate as major LCR stakeholders:  

Liverpool City Region indigenous grant funded providers include those detailed in 
Table 1 below. 
 

Table 1: Liverpool City Region indigenous grant funded providers 

Local Authorities FE Colleges 

Knowsley Metropolitan 
Borough Council 

The SK College (merged St Helens and Knowsley 
College) 

Liverpool City Council Hugh Baird College (now merged with South 
Sefton Sixth Form) 

Sefton Metropolitan Borough Southport College (now merged with KGV Sixth 
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Council Form College) 

Halton Borough Council Wirral Met College 

St Helens Metropolitan 
Borough Council 

Riverside College 

Wirral Metropolitan Borough 
Council 

The City of Liverpool College 

 Myerscough College (for Liverpool City Region 
learner activities) 

All Colleges and Local Authorities will continue to submit a Delivery Plan to the 

Combined Authority reflecting their curriculum offer and outlining how this meets the 

needs of the LCR. The contents of the delivery plan will be reviewed annually to 

ensure local relevance and consistency where appropriate with national approaches 

to funding the sector. 

These providers are currently paid on the national grant funded payment profile, this 

will be kept under review. 

6.2 Widening the grant funded offer to other Further Education Institutes 

(FEI) 

In the first commissioning cycle, legal advice offered to Combined Authorities from 

the Department for Education confirmed that College and Local Authority negotiated 

grant funding commissioning could be continued.  This split approach reduces risks 

of delays to the procurement process causing a hiatus in learning availability for LCR 

residents. For those providers deemed a ‘Further Education Institution’ (FEI) under 

the relevant statutes, it is the intention to explore additional arrangements with 

neighbouring and other FEIs to LCR for the second commissioning cycle.  This 

approach will offer additional choice for LCR residents to access provision from their 

most appropriate FEI taking account of travel to learn areas or availability of 

specialist provision. This inclusion of FE Institutions peripheral to LCR or within the 

LCR but currently not grant funded within our negotiated commissioning approach 

may be subject to additional rules to ensure travel to learn areas remain indicative to 

current levels of LCR resident learner demand.  It is proposed to fund these FE 

Institutions in arrears based on actual learner activity, which differs from the paid on 

profile approach taken with indigenous LCR based Colleges and Local Authorities. 

 

6.3 Procuring contracts for services 

Independent Training providers who aim to meet the needs of Liverpool City Region 

resident learners will be able apply through a formal procurement process.  

Historically through devolved funding, this is anticipated to be circa £12-15m per 

academic year.  

As the commissioner, the Combined Authority will set out its priorities and minimum 

requirements for AEB funded providers through a formal process led by the internal 

Procurement function of the Combined Authority. The devolved AEB for Liverpool 

City Region residents in 2022 / 2023 onwards will fund successful applicants with a 
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minimum contract value of £0.1m. Organisations with a smaller delivery capacity can 

collaborate to form a consortium with a named lead provider or seek sub-contracting 

arrangements with lead providers once established. The maximum fee to be charged 

by a lead provider to a sub-contractor will be proportionate to costs and continue to 

be capped at a maximum of 20% of AEB funding earned.  

The proposed length of contracts for services following this formal process will be for 

a period of up to 5 years, reviewed on an annual basis i.e. contracts with a break 

clause and option of renewal for further one year periods. This is a longer period 

than in the previous cycle for the following reasons: 

 

 Provide some financial stability to providers given the uncertainty that COVID-

19 has had on the sector 

 Provide an opportunity for longer term partnerships maximising the 

investment of devolved AEB and the opportunity to develop more flexible 

skills programmes and curriculum development 

 Maximise the impact of continuing professional development investments 

facilitated and funded by the Combined Authority in the provider base 

 Taking into account the level of resources required to undertake procurement 

on this scale as both commissioner and tenderer 

The Combined Authority reserves the right to extend contracts for further academic 

years subject to funding availability, the provider’s delivery and performance against 

the contract, and skills policy (including any changes to the overall Liverpool City 

Region budget arising from the Spending Review or adjustments to the way in which 

Liverpool City Region’s allocation is calculated by central government). 

The Combined Authority will procure through The Chest (Pro-Contract) e-tendering 

system. Guides and documents and The Chest FAQ sections are available to make 

The Chest as user friendly as possible. These can be found on the homepage of 

www.the-chest.org.uk  

Key dates and procurement timeline for contracts for services will be available in due 
course. 
 

6.4 Devolved Sub-contracting arrangements 

Sub-contracting continues to play an import role in the delivery of the AEB. 

Subcontractors can help widen participation amongst niche groups that would 

otherwise be hard to reach or deliver niche provision that may be under the minimum 

contracting levels of the Combined Authority. Subcontracting also provides an entry 

point to funding for smaller voluntary and community sector (VCS)  

The fees charged by lead providers to those they sub-contract with should be 

transparent. Fees should be proportionate to the services offered by the lead 

provider, recognising there may be a sliding scale for varying levels of support for 

managing the sub-contract relationship and associated risks, data processing, 

access to internal audit support, quality assurance and improvement, classroom 

http://www.the-chest.org.uk/
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observations and accreditation support. The Combined Authority will continue to cap 

the amount charged by lead providers on sub-contractor’s earnings to 20%. 

All sub-contracts must be agreed with the Combined Authority prior to any learning 

commencing as part of lead provider due diligence arrangements. This will enable 

the Combined Authority to understand the learning it funds and better ensure the 

level of funding spent on sub-contract support infrastructure is proportionate to costs. 

 

6.5 Cross border working with GMCA 

Continuation of our reciprocal cross border service level agreement with Greater 

Manchester Combined Authority will mean that LCR learners that choose a GMCA 

provider will be funded on a reciprocal basis i.e. LCR residents can access GM 

funded provision and vice versa. Historically the funding to support this arrangement 

is comparable for both GMCA and LCRCA. 

6.6 National Skills Fund Level 3 Adult Offer 

The NSF Level 3 Adult Offer Lifetime Skills Guarantee funding was delegated to the 

Combined Authority from 1 April 2020 and currently runs until 31 July 2022.  Should 

this funding be extended into the 2022/23 contract year and beyond, Level 3 

provision will be negotiated with existing grant funded providers, and taken into 

account in the new procurement for Contract for Service provision.  Decisions on 

how the funding will be paid to providers will remain at the discretion of the 

Combined Authority.  Only qualifications from the nationally approved list can be 

funded.   

 

7. DEVOLVED AEB FLEXIBILITIES 

 

7.1 Innovation and Local Flexibility 

Devolution has provided a platform to diverge from national funding approaches and 

the first three years of delivery have tested new ways of working and adapting AEB 

funding to reflect local priorities.  This has been particularly important in responding 

to the impact of COVID-19 and maximising the learning for our LCR residents.  We 

remain aligned to some areas of the national approach, such as use of the formula 

funding model, national eligibility rules, and statutory entitlements, however, these 

will be kept under review to ensure we can respond to local need and demand.  

Outlined below are the areas of delivery that the Combined Authority proposes to 

continue or implement during this next commissioning phase: 

 Expansion of Innovative delivery building on Test and Learn Pilots from 
the first commissioning cycle  

 Encouraging Learner Progression into Employment; 

 Fully Funded Learning for Individuals in receipt of low wage  
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 Fully Funding all Level 2s to support retraining and reskilling 

 Capacity building through continuous professional development (CPD) 

 Change funding rates and funding new qualifications and skills 

 Continuation of the use of a Facilitation Fund to address gaps in provision 
or respond to economic shock 

 

7.1.1 Expansion of Innovative delivery building on Test and Learn Pilots 

Test and Learn pilots developed since 2019/20 have evolved, and focus continues 
on the delivery of ESOL and English and maths provision in new and innovative 
ways.  Added to this is an additional flexibility to test new approaches of delivery to 
address an identified gap in provision or perceived market failure.  Contract for 
Service providers will be invited to use up to 5% of their contract value in a flexible 
way to test innovation – this will be agreed in advance at the discretion of the 
Combined Authority. 

7.1.2 Encouraging Learner Progression into Employment 

The first commissioning cycle resulted in the Combined Authority testing the use of 
outcome payments and this has been refined over the first three years following 
discussion and feedback with stakeholders and providers.  It is the intention to 
continue to incentivise providers to support and track learners into employment 
following engagement with pre-employment training or Sector based work academy 
programmes (SWAPs).  Jobs that meet minimum criteria defined by the Combined 
Authority are eligible for outcome payments and we will continue monitor and refine 
this approach during the second commissioning cycle.  
 

7.1.3 Fully Funded Learning for Individuals in receipt of low wage 

Introduced by the Combine Authority in the first three years of devolved AEB, this 
pilot will continue to ensure more low paid learners (earning less than a full time post 
equivalent to the Real Living Wage) in Liverpool City Region have access to free 
training to access fully funded AEB skills provision rather than co-funding their 
learning. The Combined Authority has and will continue to increase this threshold 
salary level to the Real Living Wage each year enabling a greater proportion of 
learners to access fully funded skills provision. 
 
 
7.1.4 Fully Funding all Level 2 Provision to support reskilling and retraining 
 
In response to early market engagement and consultation, and to support workers 
affected by furlough, the Combined Authority will continue to fully fund all Level 2 
provision regardless of prior attainment or status.  This will be kept under review with 
regards to affordability and demand as we emerge from the pandemic. 
 
7.1.5 Capacity building through continuous professional development (CPD) 
 
The first cycle of commissioning saw the Combined Authority supporting providers 
by facilitating training for Mental Health First Aid for staff to respond to the rising 
incidences of learners presenting with mental health needs locally. The success of 
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this work ensured that Colleges, Local Authorities and independent training providers 
are able to support learners as a point of mental health first aid and onward referral, 
and are better enabled to help someone who may be experiencing a mental health 
issue or illness with their resilience and future wellbeing. 
 
In direct response to the pandemic, and the requirement for providers to adapt 
delivery to more blended learning, including distance and on-line platforms, the 
Combined Authority also sourced an external provider to deliver sessions and 
toolkits regarding embedding quality into on line learning.  This aligned to the Ofsted 
guidance relating to delivering blended provision and many provider staff were able 
to benefit from these sessions, with continued access to on line toolkits.   
 
It is the intention to continue to build on supporting our AEB provider base in areas 
identified through ongoing market engagement and consultation with providers.  
Future examples of this are likely to include providing support to specific learner 
cohorts, learning from other areas of good practice in the implementation of delivery, 
closer linkage with businesses and needs of industry in curriculum planning and 
delivery of AEB in a further education setting.  
 
 
7.1.6 Change funding rates and funding new qualifications and skills 

Changes to national funding rates may help to incentivise learning in priority areas 
such as digital skills. Locally developed new qualifications or learning aims could be 
funded to meet these needs. This approach could also be used to encourage 
engagement of specific learners to help narrow the gaps in achievement from 
disadvantaged groups.  It has also been tested on a small scale during the first 
round of commissioning where new learning aims were developed in collaboration 
with Merseyside Colleges Association and local employers to address specific gaps 
in learning in priority areas. 
 
The Combined Authority also has the opportunity to change the funding rate of 
qualifications to better represent the costs incurred by providers e.g. paying more for 
challenging areas of delivery such as English as a Second or Other Language 
(ESOL) or other qualifications that relate to local priority sector skills needs. 
Changing existing funding rates would require a robust business case that considers 
the potential impact on the market place, displacement of other provision such as 
apprenticeships and the impact of current employer funding contributions to sectoral 
skills needs. 
 
Postcode specific uplifts could also be used to incentivise the engagement of 
learners from specific areas of the LCR and address very local issues faced by 
communities across the LCR.  
 
7.1.7 Continuation of the Facilitation Fund 
 
An element of AEB will be held back each year to provide resource for the use of a 
facilitation fund.  This will be used to address specific gaps in learning or learner 
demand, respond to employer demand, and address factors caused by economic 
shock.  The use of this fund throughout the pandemic outlined the importance of 
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having the ability to provide supplier relief and respond to specific learner demand 
for digital skills and this will continue in this next cycle of commissioning.  
 

8. SOCIAL VALUE AND NARROWING THE GAPS - EQUALITY AND 

DIVERSITY MONITORING 

 

The Combined Authority has a published Social Value Framework and this will be 

used as a basis for measuring and monitoring the impact of AEB in a number of 

ways.  The commissioning of AEB will also focus on the concept of Fair Employment 

and what this means for both organisations delivering devolved AEB but also those 

learners that can benefit from policies that support the implementation of this across 

the LCR.   Both of these will form part of the procurement process, and providers will 

be expected to report on these impacts throughout the commissioning period.    

The AEB aims to improve opportunities for people who are in need of new skills. 

Many potential AEB learners also have protected characteristics.  

The AEB Commissioning Plan and provision will support a range of under-

represented groups, particularly the most disadvantaged residents, including those 

without basic skills, the unemployed, over 50s, single parents, black and minority 

ethnic groups and disabled people. The pilots outlined in this plan also seek to 

support residents in low paid/low skilled jobs. 

Colleges and providers will be expected to report on Equality and Diversity Impact 

Measures (EDIMs) linked to narrowing the gaps in skills participation and 

achievement for Black and Minority Ethnic groups (BAME), under-represented 

genders in particular sector subject areas and for learners with learning difficulties 

and disabilities (LLDD). 

Whilst EDIMs will not be paid measures and outcomes, they will be a contractual or 

grant requirements and part of accountability measures to ensure greater College, 

Local Authority and training provider transparency in the measurement and reporting 

of outcomes to the Combined Authority and local stakeholders. 

 

9. CONTACT AND FURTHER INFORMATION 

 
If you require any further information, clarification or have any queries please contact 

us at:  

 

aeb@liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk  

 

To download a copy of this document, go to:  

http://www.liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk/.  

mailto:aeb@liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk
http://www.liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk/
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